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READING PART 6: OPEN CLOZE GAPS FILL. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH            

ONE WORD 

 

Raising children  

All parents, no matter how confident they seem, have troubles          

______ they are raising their children. It makes ______ difference          

if you are a first time parent or with bags of experience, having             

children is a difficult thing to do and we all have the sensation             

______ time to time that we are getting it all wrong. This is             

because bringing up a child is not ______ exact science as it            

depends on too many factors to be able to master it. The ______             

advice on offer is in best selling child psychology books and from            

those closest to you, those who know you best, your friends and            

family. This is because the most important element in raising a           

child is time, not money ______ so many people tend to believe. 
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Answers: 

 

Raising children  

All parents, no matter how confident they seem, have troubles          

when they are raising their children. It makes no difference if you            

are a first time parent or with bags of experience, having children            

is a difficult thing to do and we all have the sensation from time to               

time that we are getting it all wrong. This is because bringing up a              

child is not an exact science as it depends on too many factors to              

be able to master it. The best advice on offer is in best selling              

child psychology books and from those closest to you, those who           

know you best, your friends and family. This is because the most            

important element in raising a child is time, not money like so            

many people tend to believe. 
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